GC-Belong provides a complete solution for the most demanding environments.

GC-Belong was developed to meet the needs of the most demanding environments and the intensive cleaning procedures associated with today’s infection control requirements. The series includes individual chairs for patient rooms, interlocking configurations for public spaces and specialty items such as hip replacement chairs, bariatric seating, flexback chairs, and models with mobility casters. A complementary table series completes the program.

GC-Belong is constructed with a reinforced, steel frame that incorporates a welded crossbar to connect the leg and arm uprights for exceptional strength and durability. Both the seat cushion and the back cushion are fitted with high-density, Ultracell Bio Foam for long life and superior comfort. Ultracel Bio Foam is an environmentally responsible material.

Above: Fabrics in Momentum, Spin, Carte Blanche (09124937), Momentum, Max, Ouzo (09092488), Momentum, Max, Malt (09092444). Frames and armcaps in Toast (TOA). Laminates in Tiger Walnut (W819).
Seating Series

Above top: Fabrics in Momentum, Spin, Carte Blanche (09123937), Momentum, Max, Ouzo (09092488). Frames and armcaps in Toast (TOA). Laminates in Tiger Maple (W820).

Seating Series

Layouts

Aménagement A
4x GC4235

Layout B
2x GC4230B, 1x GC4230R, 1x GC4230L, 3x GC4277-HP

Layout C
1x GC4233B, 1x GC4231L, 1x GC4231R, 2x GC4277-HP

Layout D
1x GC4235R, 1x GC4277, 1x GC4234B, 1x GC4262, 1x GC4234L, 2x GC4284-HP

Layout E
1x GC4235R, 1x GC4277, 1x GC4234B, 1x GC4262, 1x GC4234L, 2x GC4284-HP

Layout F
2x GC4231, 1x GC4236L, 1x GC4236R, 1x GC4283-HP, 1x GC4275-HP

Layout G
1x GC4232, 1x GC4232R, 1x GC4241L, 1x GC4277-HP, 1x GC4282-HP

Layout H
2x GC4233B, 2x GC4231L, 2x GC4231R, 4x GC4275-HP
Features and Options

- **Seat Height Options**
  - Choose between 18” seat height or 20” seat height.

- **Easy clean out design** supports housekeeping and infection control routines.

- **Optional brackets** allow easy connection of seating units or tables.

- **Selected patient room seating** is equipped with mobility casters so staff can easily relocate seating units without lifting.

- **Soft easy clean urethane arms or wood arms**

- **High density Ultracell foam** for exceptional durability and comfort

- **Low Back, High Back and Bariatric options**

- **Select Flex Back models with Torsion control mechanism** provide a gentle rocking motion for the chair back without impeding egress or entry.

- **Contoured back with built in lumbar for extra comfort**

- **Metal frames are available in multiple finish colors**

- **Easy clean design** incorporates spaces between seat, back and frame.

- **Optional sealed seams for additional protection from fluid and bug penetration**

- **Rear leg design prevents wall damage**

- **Non marking polyethylene glides are standard on all models**

- **Seat Height Options**
  - Choose between 18” seat height or 20” seat height.
Frame Finishes

Low Back Armchair, frame shown in Tungsten (TUN). Urethane armcaps shown in Black (BLK).

Low Back Armchair, frame and urethane armcaps shown in Platinum (PLT).

Low Back Armchair, frame and urethane armcaps shown in Toast (TOA).

Low Back Armchair, frame shown in Toast (TOA). Hardwood armcaps in Maple (AWM).
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Cover and above: Fabrics in Momentum, Spin, Carte Blanche (09123937), Momentum, Max, Malt (09092444). Frames and armcaps in Toast (TOA). Laminates in Tiger Walnut (W819).